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Key concepts for understanding 
power in organizations:
u The nature of organizations
u Forms or “faces” of power in organizations
u Deep structures of organizations
u Power under
u How power is constructed and sustained in organizations
u Why tackling deep structures is critical to transforming 

organizations 



Why do social justice / feminist 
organizations reproduce oppressive 
practices of power?

u Because organizations are not rational entities – they are 
mirrors of the social contexts in which they are created

u Patriarchal, unequal, discriminatory societies inevitably 
produce patriarchal, unequal, discriminatory 
organizations 

u In social justice / feminist organizations, however, these 
inequalities cannot be overt – they are hidden in what is 
called the “deep structure” of the organization 



Organizations contain three forms 
or “faces” of power:

VISIBLE POWER:          
formal leadership & decision-

making structures, policies, 
rules

HIDDEN 
POWER:    

deep structures

INVISIBLE POWER:    
“power under”



Some individuals 
or groups have 
greater power / 

influence

Certain kinds of 
behavior is 

rewarded, other 
kinds penalized

Informal / invisible 
processes that 

influence formal 
decision-making

Personal biases / sense 
of privilege are 

reproduced in the 
organization  

“Power Under” 
practices

Informal norms differ 
from formal rules

The surface 
looks like 

this…

But t
he d

eep 

str
uctu

re
 is 

th
is:

DEEP STRUCTURES



POWER UNDER:
Why survivors of 
oppression / 
discrimination  
become oppressive 
in their own use of 
power…



What have we learned about 
creating ”deep change”?

Individual

Systemic 

Informal Formal 

Individual 
consciousness         

/ capabilities

Access to resources,  
rights, entitlements

Socio-cultural norms, 
beliefs &  practices

Laws, policies, 
resource distribution

Adapted version of the Gender at Work framework for assessing change in gender/social power structures , Rao & Kellleher, 2005



Barriers that impede 
women’s access to their rights

Capacity to claim  
rights (controlled by 
family, clan, social 
norms, local power 
holders)

Resources / 
opportunity 

cost to 
access rights

Availability / 
accessibility of 
enabling laws, 

policies, services 

Awareness of 
their rights / 
recognition of 
violations

Attitude / 
behavior of 

duty-bearers 
& service 
providers

Rights



Example: GBV Interventions

u For decades, women’s movements mobilized and advocated for 
stricter laws and punishment for gender based violence of all kinds 
– but while this improved rates of prosecution slightly, the 
prevalence of such violence has not been reduced substantially (in 
some countries, it seems to have increased)

u On the other hand, initiatives that focused on changing norms of 
masculinity,  social tolerance of / response to violence, shifting 
individual and community attitudes, and preventive action have 
had much deeper impact.

u Thus, approaches that shift both individual consciousness and 
capacities and socio-cultural norms, create greater long-term 
change in reduction of GBV



The same is true for organizational 
change…
u Focusing on formal hierarchies, policies, rules and decision-making 

systems have limited impact if organizational deep structures are 
left untouched

u But creating ongoing processes and mechanisms to tackle deep 
structure dynamics, to bring them to the surface and dismantle 
them, will lead to transforming the organizational culture in more 
meaningful ways

u To do this, we need to develop tools to analyse and confront 
organizational deep structures



Let us 
make a 
beginning 
in this 
session….


